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Three years ago I mentioned in 
my speech to career advisors 
from Auckland’s secondary 
schools that our students and 
staff have something in com-
mon; we have a very healthy 
disrespect for the impossible. 
In many ways we have now 
proven to our local and inter-
national colleagues in both 
industry and academia, that 
we have risen to an interna-
tional standing. 

AUCKLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Since our inception in 2003, our graduates 
have won awards nationally and internation-
ally. The latest was Carolina Pena Villarreal 
who won the Bronze award in the 2008 
Business Week’s International Design Excel-
lence Award through ‘Close Up’, an art table 
designed for collaborative learning. Carolina 
was the only winner from New Zealand fea-
tured amongst other top students from 
all over the world.

At the Auckland School of Design, we have 
a clear agenda. Through research and 
teaching, we contribute to New Zealand’s 
economic and social interest through the 
creation of products, systems and visual 
communication messages. It is very timely, 
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therefore, that we are introducing a new 
major in Integrated Design in 2010. 
Students in this new major will be at the 
leading edge of creativity shaping the future. 
Through forward-looking and innovative 
integrated design solutions, they will offer 
new, creative ways to solve current and 
future design issues. These are the skills 
sought after by employers.

The work presented in this year’s publication 
to a certain extent illustrates the results of 
integrating design skills, business acumen 
and futuristic thinking. Regardless of their 
majors - Transport, Industrial or Visual Com-
munication, all these research projects look 

at issues that are important and real to all of 
us. You will fi nd, among others, the creation 
of products and systems that address 
issues of sustainability and social responsi-
bility. Many of the projects were sponsored 
by companies and some of those are either 
in the process of being commercialised or 
have been patented.

Congratulations to the students and staff of 
the School for the achievements of 2008. 
I wish all our graduates success and fulfi ll-
ment in their careers. 

AZHAR MOHAMED

Head of School,
Auckland School of Design
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Each year the fi nal year students are asked 
to defi ne their major research project. In the 
early stages they evaluate questions with 
unclear and shifting boundaries. We ask of 
them: Is the problem area too big to work or 
too small to be relevant? Will the result be 
meaningful? Or will it be another object in 
which valuable materials and resources are 
lost in an endless wasteful cycle?

The process of researching such an open 
problem reveals not only surprising insight 
for all parties, but gives the initial question 
a whole new spin. The clearest proof 
is the relevance of a well-conducted 
design research process and the energy 
invested in it. 

Being aware of crossing the dimensional 
categories in favour of more integrated 
solutions, the introduction of the new major 
in Integrated Design is the next logical step. 
With this in mind, I applaud the research 
projects presented here, and I look forward 
to seeing the graduates as agents of change 
in the industry and community at large.

OLIVER NEULAND
PROGRAMME LEADER FOR 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, 
AUCKLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
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BREE ASMUS

Embrace37 is a controlled heated 
environment designed for premature 
infants. The objective is to minimise 
issues of intimidation and psycho-
logical separation often found within 
NICU or SCBU units.

DINZ BeST Awards 2008 

Bronze winner

www.breeasmus.com
design@breeasmus.com

KRISTOPHER BORRIE

Sea Doo Matador – 
Advanced Diver Propulsion Vehicle

The Matador is an advanced version 
of a recreational DPV (Diver Propulsion 

Vehicle), developed to meet the 
demands of experienced Scuba divers.

www.kristopherborrie.com
Kay-ris@hotmail.com
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OLIVER CAVE

Anthozoa Chair

33.5m of steel, 218 welds, 1 lounge chair.

The Anthozoa Chair is a result of the Industrial 
Craft project which looked to combine craft 
ideals with industrial processes.

oli.cave@gmail.com

WEI SEN CHOW

Got’cha – the next generation 
electronic tag game

Got’cha incorporates cutting 
edge touch sensor technology 

with the traditional outdoor game 
of ‘tag’. The result is a fun fi lled, 

interactive experience, illuminated 
to play night or day.

weisenchow@yahoo.com
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BEN DENMEAD

Revilo Teaching Guitar System

A Teaching System for beginners 
which uses a guitar with a remov-
able touch screen unit including 
a music viewer, effects processor, 
tuner and more.

www.vapordesign.co.nz
ben@vapordesign.co.nz

HANEEN FAHMI

reLoos

Reloos is a kit of wearable products 
created through the integration of fashion 

design and technology, which aims to bring 
awareness of stress levels to the user.

neenah12@gmail.com
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ADRIAN FRENCKEN

EarthWyze – Recycling for the 21st Century

The Earthwyze recycle bin is an innovative 
version of the wheelie bin that incorporates 
a compartment to recycle ’special disposal’ 
items like eco-bulbs and batteries that do 
not biodegrade.

www.mammoth9.com
www.earthwiza.blogspot.com
mammothstudio9@gmail.com

DANIEL GREENWOOD

U SPY – Self diagnosis kit for Skin Cancer

The U SPY is a simple home use product 
to enable users to view and monitor their 
moles with a portable camera, with follow 
up from their dermatologist.

www.daniel-designs.com
daniel@daniel-designs.com
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WILLIAM HARBIDGE

Façade

This stylish media hub boasts a unique 
modular setup, wireless signal transfer 
and uncomplicated transparent media 
panel resulting in easy setup and opera-
tion for any user.

www.fl uentdesign.co.nz
william@fl uentdesign.co.nz

PAT KIM

bite!

An educational lunchbox for 
children, incorporating a screen 

with friendly characters, it is easy 
and fun for children to learn and 

keep record of what they eat.

yakdetector@gmail.com
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JOSEPH NELSON

Rei – Urban 
Electric Motorcycle

An urban electric motorcycle 
for the youth of the future. 

Powered by recyclable Lithi-
umion Titinate batteries the 

Rei can reach speeds 
of over 100km/h with 

a 300km range.

www.id-joe.com
jnelsoenator@gmail.com

IMOGEN MAIDEN

A freestanding coffee machine for semi-public spaces utilizing wireless power 
technology. The mobile device was designed to enhance social interaction in com-
panies and larger institutions as well as to promote a sustainable, but high quality 
coffee experience. The machine should reduce the use of prepacked single serve 
pods and takeaway coffee in paper cups.

onefi vestar@yahoo.co.nz
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CHARLES NICOLSON

Rush Rugby is the next step in the evolution of 
sport, combining modern touch sensor technology 
with a fast paced, action fi lled game.

www.acedesign.co.nz
charles@acedesign.co.nz

TOM PARSON

The Aquadro is a quad bike body shell, 
designed specifi cally for surf lifesaving. It holds 
vital life saving equipment and will replace that 

currently used by surf lifesaving clubs.

thomasparson@hotmail.com
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ALISTAIR PATTERSON

Bio Bottle is an additive en-
hanced, Poly-lactic Acid, bulk 

water bottle that splits after use 
and forms two plant pots that 
will biodegrade in the garden.

www.alistairpatterson.com 
designer@alistairpatterson.com

CAROLINA PEÑA VILLARREAL

Snowfl ake is a playful therapeutic 
device for children with Sensory 
Processing Disorder aimed at 
extending the benefi ts of clinical 
therapy to their school and 
home environments.

2008 Business Week’s International 

Design Excellence Award; Bronze

www.coctivo.com
caropenadesign@gmail.com
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GRANT SCOGINGS

PlaySmart’s Rugby Training Tool is the 
fi rst step towards a new breed of precise 
electronic training equipment for rugby 
league and rugby union players.

www.grantscogings.com
industrial.design@grantscogings.com

ANN NA TEOH

Rainfl o: Transforming the landscape of 
Auckland’s Quay Street on a rainy day 
to increase tourist attractions during 
New Zealand’s wettest and lowest 
tourism season.

AnnNaTeoh@gmail.com
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DANNY WILSON

Nviz, Video See – 
Through Personal Display Glasses

Nviz, a 2015 future concept for 
gaming hardware that utilises a 
technology called Augmented 
Reality (AR) which superimposes 
3D digital content onto your 
immediate environment in real time.

www.dannywilson.co.nz
dannysw@gmail.com

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AWARDS 2008

KENT HODGSON

Dyson Product Award 
2008, Finalist

BREE ASMUS

DINZ BeST Award 2008, 
Bronze

STEPHEN SMITH

Grand Prize, Dyson 
Product Award 2008

CAROLINA 
PENA VILLARREAL

2008 Business Week 
International Design 
Excellence Award, Bronze
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The quest to design a more effi cient form of 
transport started a long time ago with the 
discovery that human beings are by far the 
fastest in getting from A to B. As the world 
evolves from discovery to industry to psy-
chological fulfi lment, we naturally want to 
explore the world, to win competitions, and 
also to create objects of desire.

The work of these Transport Design graduates 
showcases the afore-mentioned objectives. 
This year we are very proud to see a range of 
research projects that not only fulfi l what the 
industry expects from the graduates, but also 
those that pushed the boundaries further. 
Projects this year tackled issues ranging from 
performance yachts to stability on roads to 
revolutions in wing-in-ground effects. The 
design outcomes clearly demonstrated a 
healthy quest for design through research.  
For this, I congratulate the students as they 
have produced what is comparable to some 
of the best work produced by top design 
institutions internationally.

This leaves us hungry for more - we now 
encourage graduates not only from design 
but also from other relevant areas of tech-
nology and engineering to join us in the 
pursuit of excellence through graduate stud-
ies in Transport and Integrated Design. Let 
us demonstrate New Zealand’s history of 
design ingenuity to the world.

AZHAR MOHAMED
HEAD OF SCHOOL, 
AUCKLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
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SOPHIE AMESBURY

Isis is a unique, luxury super yacht with an 
environmentally aware focus. Sixty metres 
long, it can elegantly accommodate up to 
twelve passengers.

S.Amesbury@gmail.com

ALEX BOWLER

The Rival is a revolutionary new motorbike which 
turns using centre hub steering. This greatly reduces 
oversteer and increases agility, giving the driver more 
confi dence when riding through curves.

bowler_8@hotmail.com
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JOHN BUKASA

Targeting environmentally conscious driv-
ers, the iCar brings a unique and creative 
approach to transport design for the urban 
environment of 2027.

Pwr_masters@yahoo.com

JAMES BRETT

Aihe p16 Proa

Inspired by the highly effi cient designs 
of Micronesia, the Aihe is a 16m, 
high performance cruising yacht 
with an aesthetic like no other.

James.brtt@gmail.com
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ISAAC BURROUGH

Morpheus is a concept for a wing-in-
ground effect super yacht. Designed 
to fl y in close proximity to the water 
surface, it is effi cient, fast and 
comfortable to ride in.

isaacburrough@gmail.com

HAYDEN DENNIS

The Outlaw 28, with its 
dedicated game fi shing 

features and luxurious layout, 
is a perfectly balanced sport 
fi shing machine designed to 

rival others in the super yacht/
sport fi sher market.

hrdennis@windowslive.com
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ALASTAIR THOMPSON

Alchemy is a 50 m high performance 
luxury super yacht. With its elegantly sleek 
hull construction, it provides a fast, stable, 
stylish and comfortable ride. 

oopy77@hotmail.com

THOMAS PAYNE

Aura74 Exploration Superyacht

This 74m exploration super yacht pushes 
the boundaries of what is achievable, 

technically and aesthetically. Fusing 
elegance and aggression, the over all 

styling is minimal, functional, and organic.

Tmp00@hotmail.com
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Communication and design are both funda-
mental categories of human activity. As 
such, our graduates spend 4 years at Mas-
sey gaining the expertise to enter the wider 
world as the potent and necessary force that 
drives our culture onwards and upwards. 
Expertise that is evidenced by the raw talent, 
craft, dedication and integrity exhibited in 
this book. 

Our graduates have not only gained exper-
tise and knowledge concerning the 
fundamentals of graphic design, visual liter-
acy and typography, but have also honed 
their personal voices by tackling problems, 
issues and concerns current in our society. 
In creating responses to these larger socio-
cultural concerns our graduates express the 
critical component of a Massey University 
education: the desire to defi ne the world 
around them, combined with the expert 
skills that allow them to do just that.

In reviewing the projects contained in this 
book, I am fi lled not only with pride in the 
work of our graduates, but the confi dence 
that New Zealand is better off for their being 
here to care for it. Speaking as an emigrant 
myself, our students can take pride in know-
ing that they stand on a level with graduates 
of the fi nest institutions the world over. 

JACOB RISTAU
PROGRAMME LEADER FOR VISUAL 
COMMUNICATION DESIGN, 
AUCKLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
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FRANCES BRAATVEDT

10/100 (or 10%) was born out of the 
desire to contest the old and idealised 

‘100% Pure’ brand and to offer new 
views of New Zealand.

www.francesbraatvedt.com
communicate@francesbraatvedt.com
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CARA JANE BRETT

Kiss Guide, Vehicle Maintenance

The Kiss Guide is designed to 
inform and instruct people on a 

variety of subjects. Universal and 
generic, the information is not 

restricted to a certain audience.

idesign_7534@hotmail.com
www.caradesign.co.nz

JI-MYOUNG (LINA) KIM

Roll the Dice

This campaign provides a visually 
appealing and attractive campaign with 
an ironic perspective that will help to 
communicate the consequences when 
gambling becomes an addiction.

jmk1901@hotmail.com
www.kimdesign.co.nz
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MELANIE MATTHEWS

Make It Great is a promotional 
campaign designed to create 

awareness and provoke excite-
ment for the Rugby World Cup New 

Zealand is set to host in 2011.

www.yesmam.co.nz
m.anne.m@live.com

JUSTINE LEIGH

2byou Laptop bag range

The 2byou laptop bags are the computer 
accessory of the future. Unique and elegant, 
the bags offer culturally specifi c designs 
unlike any others.

www.sproutdesigns.co.nz
Justine@sproutdesigns.co.nz
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CHEYNEY MCDONNELL

Foot Traffi c is the main event 
for Auckland’s creativity week 
in 2009. It is a tribute to the 
dying art form of Polaroid 
instant photography. 

www.cheyney.co.nz
cheyneyc@gmail.com
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KENDYL MIDDELBEEK

See Red – The Story Behind the Stereotypes

This visual narrative began with the desire to explore 
the identity and subculture surrounding redheads, 
before they become resigned to the endangered 
species section of encyclopaedias.

www.kendyl-stephanie.com
kendyl_stephanie@hotmail.com

CLAIRE PATERSON

NZ Orienteering – Interactive Media

This project is aimed at changing perceptions 
and increasing awareness of the little known 
and misunderstood sport of Orienteering. 

www.clairepaterson.co.nz
cpatersonz@gmail.com
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CARLA SY

Think Dyslexic

Through the art of visual communi-
cation my project aims to create an 
awareness and appreciation of the 

specifi c skills, qualities and benefi ts 
that dyslexia can provide.

sy.carla@gmail.com

NICOLE SLATTERY

Watertalk is the fi rst set of water signals 
and safety equipment to standardise 
distress signals and may help save 
more New Zealanders from drowning. 

www.nicoleslattery.com
nicole.slattery@gmail.com
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MEGAN VAN STADEN

Daydream is a project 
featuring love-poems written 
to Auckland Regional Parks. 
A regional park becomes 
a metaphor for a state of 
release and recharging. 

www.shmee.co.nz
megan@shmee.co.nz

BRIAR VAN AMERINGEN

Vote for a change is a 
campaign that is specifi cally 
aimed to entice young people 
aged 18-25 to vote.

www.redink.co.nz
briar@redink.co.nz
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ERICA WILSON

Skin Works

Tattooing is found in ancient cultures 
across all continents. Skin Works uses 
these different cultures in an exhibition 
to explore narrative themes in Tattoo 
art and design.

erica.gv.wilson@gmail.com

LAURA WILSON

My New Zealand

This research looks at creating a 
brand for New Zealanders to help 
them make better choices when 
it comes to managing the 
environment we live in.

www.laurawilson.co.nz 
laurawilson@gmail.com
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GEORGIA WITTEN SAGE

I Said No

My research explored the process of fi ring a gun, its physical and emotional 
impacts, symbols and imagery, and the impact of my personal experience 
with gun violence in Brazil.

georgiawittensage@hotmail.com
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JUNKO YANAGISAWA

Wabi Sabi – Japanese Sense of Beauty

Incorporating the expression “Nothing lasts, nothing 
is fi nished, and nothing is perfect”, this project aims to 
revive the tradition of Wabi Sabi amongst Japanese youth.

www.junkoyanagisawa.com
junko_design@hotmail.com


